IQ PROGRAMS

CLEAN SWEEP
WELCOME TO CLEAN SWEEP
Clean Sweep is a 3 lesson unit written by specialist educators for teens aged 13-15years old. The increase in social media and technology has led to an increase in
young people’s access to uninformed & socially destructive cultural trends as well as
sexually explicit material.
Clean Sweep offers young people opportunity to safely and openly discuss and
evaluate social norms (such as pornography), as well as provide them with targeted
materials designed to encourage interpretation of their own values framework.
Students can use these strategies to build their cognitive fortitude and conscious
decision-making skills and avoid becoming passive spectators within their social
[online & offline] environments.

CLEAN SWEEP OVERVIEW
Clean Sweep is one of
multiple units within
AGENCY IQ, a
secondary school
program to fortify youth
both online & offline.

AGENCY IQ (for ages
12-16) sits within the
IQ PROGRAMS
initiative.

IQ PROGRAMS are a wholeschool educational package
designed to equip kids & youth
to confidently navigate
hypersexualised culture and
other 21st century challenges.

✓ Students develop self-awareness (applicable to online and offline behaviours)
✓ Students build reflexivity skills regarding personal choices and behaviour

(pornography use being one element)
✓ Students understand effects of choices on short- and long-term wellbeing
✓ Students learn critical thinking and how to draw out ideas and underlying
presuppositions (Socratic method)
✓ Students learn the basics of neuroscience and the importance of conscious decisionmaking
✓ Students learn principles of informed personal discipline (e.g. short- versus long-term
gains; short-term sacrifice for long-term gain)
✓ Learning alleviates and prevents shame/guilt surrounding taboo topics
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SUPPORT FOR
PARENTS
Young people's online safety needs change
as they move from tween to teen years and
face an increased onslaught of normalised
porn culture. Confidently equipped adults are
best positioned to support young people in
developing their own online and offline agency
regarding these challenges. Parents & Carers
of Teens completing Clean Sweep are provided
with a comprehensive unit overview, lesson
plan outline, pre and post-lesson discussion
guidance, online learning and support, as well
as suggestions for navigating technology.

SCHOOL INVESTMENT
CLEAN SWEEP UNIT - $447 (INTRODUCTORY PRICE)
The one-off purchase of Clean Sweep includes online access and downloads, 3 x
45-60-minute lessons in a comprehensive facilitator manual, creatively designed
PowerPoints, lesson activities & handouts, parent letters, video training and more.

ANNUAL LICENSING - $300
Access to licensing for delivery of up to three (3) fully resourced units from within
the IQ PROGRAMS
Single-access login
Delivery by an unlimited number of teachers to an unlimited number of students
within your school
All program updates
Annual subscription permits continued use of the IQ PROGRAMS and also
includes a yearly subscription to the Responding to Porn Culture Video Training
for organisations

MORE QUESTIONS?

Visit the IQ PROGRAMS website to learn more: iqprograms.com
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